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Abstract
We consider a family of real NA groups with rank two, and we prove that these groups have sub-
Laplacians with differentiable Lp functional calculus for all p  1.
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0. Introduction
Let G be a Lie group, and Xj , j = 1, . . . , d , be left-invariant vector fields on G which gen-
erate the Lie algebra of G. Consider the left-invariant sub-Laplacian  = −∑dj=1 X2j . It is a
formally self-adjoint and non-negative operator on the space L2(G) relative to the right-invariant
Haar measure on G. From the spectral theorem, every bounded Borel function m on [0,∞)
determines a bounded operator m() on L2(G) via the formula m() = ∫∞0 m(λ)dEλ, where
 = ∫∞0 λdEλ is the spectral resolution of . A problem that arises naturally is that of finding
sufficient conditions on the function m, so that the operator m() extends to a bounded operator
on Lp(G) for some p = 2. This was given a lot of attention over the past decades, for various
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has exponential volume growth.
The literature shows that there are (at least) two classes of solvable Lie groups with expo-
nential volume growth and invariant sub-Laplacians: groups with sub-Laplacians which admit
differentiable Lp functional calculus (see, e.g., Hebisch [7–9], Cowling et al. [2], Mustapha [14],
Hebisch and Steger [10], David-Guillou [4], Gnewuch [6]) , and groups with sub-Laplacians of
holomorphic Lp type (see Christ and Müller [1], Ludwig and Müller [13], Hebisch et al. [11]).
Here we prove a multiplier theorem for groups and sub-Laplacians of the first class.
Before we describe our result, let us point out that all the solvable Lie groups that have been
shown to have sub-Laplacians with differentiable Lp functional calculus for some p = 2 are
NA groups, most of them with rank one. Indeed, only two types of NA groups with rank greater
than one are known to have sub-Laplacians with this property: Iwasawa NA groups coming from
arbitrary semisimple Lie groups (see [2,7]), and metabelian groups (see [9]). The point of this
paper is to investigate further the high rank case; we give a family of NA groups with rank two, on
which distinguished sub-Laplacians have differentiable Lp functional calculus for every p  1.
1. Main results
1.1. Statement of the multiplier theorem and related L1 estimate on the heat kernel
Let H be a stratified Lie group, that is a real connected simply connected nilpotent Lie group,
whose Lie algebra h has a vector space decomposition
h=
J⊕
j=1
Vj ,
such that
[V1,Vj ] = Vj+1, j = 1, . . . , J − 1. (1)
We consider the family of algebra automorphisms {σt }t∈R of h defined by
σt (Xj ) = ej tXj , Xj ∈ Vj .
Let expH be the exponential map of N . The maps expH ◦σt ◦ exp−1H are group automorphisms
of H , called dilations on H ; we denote them also by σt . Endowed with those dilations, H is said
to be homogeneous group with homogeneous dimension
Q =
J∑
j=1
j dim(Vj ).
Fix n ∈ N∗ and α ∈ Rn. Let G be the semidirect product
G = Gα = (H × R)Rn,
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(h, a, t) · (h′, a′, t ′) = (h  σt¯ (h′), a + eα·t a′, t + t ′),
where h  h′ denotes the group product in H , t · t ′ denotes the Euclidean inner product in Rn,
and t¯ denotes the real number t1 + · · · + tn associated with t = (t1, . . . , tn) ∈ Rn.
Since G is the semidirect product of the nilpotent Lie group (which is direct product of H
and R) with the Euclidean group Rn, then G is an NA group. Depending on α, the linear forms
on Rn t → t¯ and t → α · t , called the roots of G, are either linearly independent or proportional.
We shall say that G has rank two if these roots are linearly independent, and rank one if not.
G has exponential volume growth for any choice of α ∈ Rn.
We endow G with the right-invariant Haar measure dg = dhda dt, where dh is a bi-invariant
Haar measure on H , and da and dt are the Lebesgue measures on R and Rn, respectively.
Fix {e1, . . . , em} a basis of the vector space V1, and let χ = {X−n, . . . ,Xm} be the set of
left-invariant vector fields on G defined as follows:
X−j = ∂tj , j = 1, . . . , n,
X0 = eα·t ∂a,
Xjφ(g) = ∂sφ
(
g · exp(sej )
)∣∣
s=0, g ∈ G, φ ∈ C1(G), j = 1, . . . ,m,
exp denoting the exponential map from g, the Lie algebra of G, to G.
Since V1 generates h as a Lie algebra by (1), χ is a Hörmander system on G. Our aim is to
prove that the left-invariant sub-Laplacian associated to χ
 = −
m∑
j=−n
X2j ,
has differentiable Lp functional calculus for all p  1. The result is the following.
Theorem 1. Let G and  be as above. Suppose that m is a continuous function with compact
support in (0,∞) which belongs to the Sobolev space HQ+n+7/2+
(0,∞) for some 
 > 0. Then
the operator m() extends to a bounded operator on Lp(G) for all p  1.
Let pz (Re z > 0) be the heat kernel associated to 
e−zφ = φ ∗l pz, φ ∈ C∞0 (G),
where ∗l denotes the convolution product in the space L2(G,dlg) relative to the Haar mea-
sure dlg = e−(Qt¯+α·t) dg, left-invariant on G. Following, e.g., Hebisch [8], Theorem 1 derives
straightforwardly from the L1 estimate on pz below.
Theorem 2. Let G and pz be as above. There is a constant C > 0 such that
‖p1+is‖L1(G)  C
(
1 + |s|)Q+n+3, s ∈ R.
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For a given stratified Lie group H , the geometry of Lie group G may vary in essentially two
ways, depending on whether α and v1 = (1, . . . ,1) ∈ Rn are linearly independent or not.
1.2.1. α and v1 linearly independent
Then the Lie group G can be written as the direct product G = G1 × G2 × G3, with G1 the
Euclidean group Rn−2, G2 the ax+b group, and G3 the semidirect product of H with R relative
to σ .
On Rn, it is a classical result that every left-invariant Laplacian admits Lp differentiable
functional calculus (relatively to the Lebesgue measure on Rn) for all p  1, see, e.g., Hörman-
der [12]. On Gi (i = 1,2), by Gnewuch [6] every left-invariant sub-Laplacian has Lp differen-
tiable functional calculus (relatively the right-invariant Haar measure on Gi ) for all p  1.
It follows that every sub-Laplacian on G that splits into L1 + L2 + L3 with Li left-invariant
sub-Laplacian on Gi (i = 1,2,3), has Lp differentiable functional calculus on G for all p  1.
Now in general our distinguished sub-Laplacian  does not split in such a way. Indeed,  admits
a decomposition of that form if and only if α and v1 are orthogonal. In other words, the functional
calculus of  cannot be derived by the analysis of G1, G2 and G3, unless α is orthogonal to v1.
Remark 3. An interesting particular case is that of G being an Iwasawa NA group coming from
some semisimple Lie group NAK. This occurs if and only if n = 2 and either H = Rm, or H
is such that G3 = H ×σ R itself is the Iwasawa NA group coming from one of the semisimple
groups SU1,l (l  2), SP1,l (l  2). Then by Cowling et al. [2], the Laplacian L corresponding to
the Laplace–Beltrami operator on the symmetric space NAK/K has Lp differentiable functional
calculus for all p  1. Our results give sub-Laplacians different from L with similar functional
calculus. In particular, if G3 comes either from SU1,l or from SP1,l , then H is a two step nilpotent
Lie group (h = V1 ⊕ V2), and the sub-Laplacians that we obtained are sub-elliptic operators of
L2(G) whereas L is elliptic.
1.2.2. α and v1 collinear
Then G can be written as a direct product G = G1 × G2 with, if α = 0, G1 = Rn−1 and
G2 some semidirect product of H ′ = H × R with R; or with, if α = 0, G1 = Rn and G2 the
semidirect product of H with R relative to σ . In both cases, the sub-Laplacian  splits into a
sum of sub-Laplacians on G1 and G2.
When α has the same direction than v1 or when it is zero, the semidirect product G2 = H ′R
is such that R acts on H ′ by dilations. Then the results of [6] apply, and the restriction of  to
G2 has Lp differentiable functional calculus (for the right-invariant Haar measure) for all p  1.
When α has opposite direction than that of v1, G2 is a rank one NA group with all roots positive
but one. By [4], the restriction of  to G2 has Lp differentiable functional calculus (for the
right-invariant Haar measure) for all p  1.
As we observed in Section 1.2.1, every left-invariant Laplacian has Lp functional calculus
(for the Lebesgue measure) on Euclidean groups, and then on G1, for all p  1. It follows that
the functional calculus of  is straightforward. For α with opposite direction than v1, we obtain a
slightly better regularity for the multipliers than the one which comes from [4] (Q+n+ 7/2 + 

instead of Q+ n+ 4 + 
).
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For H Euclidean, G is a metabelian group Rm+1  Rn and the results of Hebisch [9] ap-
ply. Our multiplier theorem concerns the same Laplacians than the ones considered in [9], and
because the geometry of G is very rigid compared to the general metabelian groups studied by
Hebisch, it is more precise. From Theorem 1, the degree of regularity m+n+7/2+
 is sufficient
for the multipliers of , while [9] required 3m+ n+ 7/2 + 
.
1.3. Principle of the proof of Theorem 2
We use Cauchy–Schwarz inequality to estimate the L1 norm of p1+is by its norm in a certain
weighted L2 space.
Fix | · |H a homogeneous norm on H , i.e. a non-negative continuous function on H , smooth
away from the unit 1H of H , such that for every h ∈ H and t ∈ R: |h|H = |h−1|H , |σt (h)|H =
et |h|H , and |h|H = 0 if and only if h = 1H (since H is a homogeneous group, such a function
always exists, see, e.g., [5, p. 8]). We define the weight function ω on G by ω(g) = |h|QH |a|,
g = (h, a, t) ∈ G.
Theorem 4. Let G, pz be as in Theorem 2 and ω be as above. There is a constant C > 0 such
that ∥∥ω1/2p1+is∥∥L2(G)  C(1 + |s|)Q+1, s ∈ R.
Now we have to see that the term that compensate the introduction of ω in Cauchy–Schwarz
inequality is “reasonable.” Let ρ(g) be the Carnot–Carathéodory distance associated with χ
from g ∈ G to the unit 1G of G. By the geometry of G, there is C > 0 such that, for all g =
(h, a, t) ∈ G,
|h|H  CeCρ(g), |a|CeCρ(g), |t | C
(
ρ(g)+ 1), (2)
where | · | applied to elements of R denotes the absolute value, and the Euclidean norm applied
to elements of Rn. It is an easy computation to deduce∫
ρ(g)R
(
1 +ω(g))−1 dg  C(1 +R)n+2, R > 0. (3)
It is by now standard that Theorem 4 combined with (3) proves Theorem 2 (see, e.g., Hebisch [8]).
Consequently, the proof of Theorem 2 will be completed once we prove Theorem 4. The remain-
der of the paper is devoted to this proof.
Our strategy for proving Theorem 4 is based on the following observation. The deriva-
tive of ‖ω1/2p1+is‖2L2(G) with respect to s ∈ R is bounded by a sum of terms of the form
‖ω1/21 pξ1+is‖2L2(G) with ω1 smaller than ω (by this we mean of smaller degree as polynomial
in |h|H and |a|). Then the derivatives of the ‖ω1/21 pξ1+is‖2L2(G) themselves are bounded by sum
of terms of the form ‖ω1/22 pξ2+is‖2L2(G) with ω2 smaller than ω1. Finally, differentiating the
proper number of times allows to reduce the problem to estimating only ‖eα·t/2pξ+is‖2 2 .L (G)
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process of iterated integrations, and we will prove Theorem 4 in this manner. In Section 2, we
establish some general properties of Schrödinger operators (Section 2.1), that we use to estimate
‖eα·t/2pξ+is‖2L2(G) (Section 2.2). In Section 3, we integrate the so-obtained estimate, and we
deduce estimates of the heat kernel in L2(G) weighted by |h|kH (1  k Q). In Section 4, we
integrate the new estimates and we obtain estimates of the heat kernel in L2(G) weighted by
|h|kH |a| (1 k Q), the result for k = Q proving Theorem 4.
In this paper we use the variable constant convention, so we may denote by the same letter
constants which differ from one line to the other. The notations introduced in Sections 1.1 and 1.3
hold throughout the paper, except in Section 2.1 which contains general results on Lie groups and
has its own local notations. Note also that 〈·,·〉 will denote the scalar product in L2(G), and that
we will write indifferently either ‖ · ‖L2(G) (as we did above), or simply ‖ · ‖ when no confusion
is possible.
2. Estimate on the heat kernel in L2(G) weighted by an exponential in t
2.1. Preliminaries on Schrödinger operators
Note that the results presented here are general, and that they are not specific to the groups
introduced in Section 1.1.
Let G˜ be a connected simply connected Lie group with right-invariant Haar measure dg˜. We
consider a family {Y1, . . . , Yd} of left-invariant vector fields on G˜, and a family {Z1, . . . ,Zd} of
real functions in C1(G˜). For j = 1, . . . , d , we denote by Uj the operator Yj + iZj with domain
C∞0 (G˜) in L2(G˜), and by U∗j its adjoint operator. Let H =
∑d
j=1 U∗j Uj on C∞0 (G). Clearly,
H is formally self-adjoint and non-negative on L2(G˜). Consequently, H admits self-adjoint ex-
tensions on L2(G˜), the smallest being called the Friedrichs extension. It is this extension that
we will now take as definition for H , which is known as a Schrödinger operator on G. We are
interested here in the properties of e−zH , Re z > 0, the semigroup generated by H , and those of
its kernel e−zH δ0.
Assume that the Yj ’s generate the Lie algebra of G˜. In this case, we observe that the operator
H with all Zj ’s equal to zero is exactly the sub-Laplacian −∑dj=1 Y 2j , the semigroup e−z∑dj=1 Y 2j
is the corresponding heat semigroup, and the kernel e−z
∑d
j=1 Y 2j δ0 is the corresponding heat ker-
nel. In what follows we will write hz for the heat kernel e−z
∑d
j=1 Y 2j δ0.
We denote by τ(g˜) the Carnot–Carathéodory distance associated with the Yj ’s from g˜ in
G˜ to the unit of G˜. Given θ real, we will write ‖ · ‖L2(G˜,θ) for the norm in the weighted space
L2(G˜, e2θτ(g˜) dg˜) and ‖·‖B(L2(G˜,θ)) for the usual operator norm in the space of bounded operator
on L2(G˜, e2θτ(g˜) dg˜), that we will shorten into ‖ · ‖B(L2(G˜)) when θ = 0.
Lemma 5. Let K be a compact set in the half-plane {z ∈ C: Re z > 0}. There is a constant
CK > 0 such that, for every family {Z1, . . . ,Zd} of real functions in C1(G˜), and every θ real,
∥∥e−(z+(η+i)s)H δ0∥∥L2(G˜,θ)  CK exp(CKθ2 sη
)
, z ∈ K, η ∈ (0,1), s  1.
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of the semigroup of operator on L2(G˜, e2θ |g˜| dg˜) generated by H
∥∥e−zH∥∥B(L2(G˜,θ))  exp(Re z(1 + ∣∣∣∣ Im zRe z
∣∣∣∣)2θ2), Re z > 0, θ ∈ R (4)
(see [8, Lemma 1.2]); and second, the comparison between the kernel of the semigroup generated
by H and the heat kernel associated with the sub-Laplacian −∑dj=1 Y 2j ,∣∣e−xH δ0∣∣ hx a.e., x > 0 (5)
(which is a straightforward consequence of [8, Lemma 1.3]).
By (4) and (5), for any z ∈ K , η ∈ (0,1), and s  1,∥∥e−(z+(η+i)s)H δ0∥∥L2(G˜,θ)  ∥∥e−(ηs+i(Im z+s))H∥∥B(L2(G˜,θ))∥∥e−Re zH δ0∥∥L2(G˜,θ)
 exp
(
ηs
(
1 + | Im z + s|
ηs
)2
θ2
)
‖hRe z‖L2(G˜,θ)
 exp
(
CKθ
2 s
η
)
‖hRe z‖L2(G˜,θ).
Since hz is the heat kernel associated with the sub-Laplacian −∑dj=1 Y 2j , the pointwise estimate
of Varopoulos [15] holds
hx(g˜) C
δ−1/2(g˜)min−D/2(x,1)e−τ
2(g˜)/(4+
)x, g˜ ∈ G˜, x > 0, (6)
where δ is the modular function of G˜, and D is the local dimension of G˜. Then, using the
compactness of K , one can compute that
‖hRe z‖L2(G˜,θ)  CK exp
(
CKθ
2), z ∈ K. (7)
Since s/η 1, the result follows. 
2.2. Consequence for the heat kernel pz
Let the notations be those of Sections 1.1 and 1.3 again.
Proposition 6. Let K be as in Lemma 5. There is a constant CK > 0 such that∥∥eα·t/2pz+(η+i)s∥∥2L2(G)  CK sη , z ∈ K, η ∈ (0,1), s  1.
Proof. Let G˜ be the semidirect product G˜ = H  Rn with group law in coordinates (h, t) ∈
H × Rn
(h, t) · (h′, t ′) = (h  σt¯ (h′), t + t ′).
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in the Hörmander system χ on G with left-invariant vector fields on G˜. Doing so, we have a
Hörmander system {Xj : −m j = 0 n} on G˜. Now consider the operator
Ha = −
∑
−mj =0n
X2j + e2α·t a2
defined on C∞0 (G˜), a being a given real parameter. Clearly, Ha has the form
∑m+n
j=1 U∗j Uj de-
scribe above in Section 2.1. Thus Lemma 5 applies to the Friedrichs extension of this operator,
which we will also denote by Ha .
By the Plancherel formula,
∥∥eα·t/2pz+(η+i)s∥∥2L2(G) = ∫
R
∥∥eα·t/2e−(z+(η+i)s)Ha δ0∥∥2L2(G˜) da.
To estimate the integral on the right-hand side, we consider separately the integrals over |a| <
e−cs/η, e−cs/η  |a| < 1, and |a| 1, for a certain constant c > 0.
By the geometry of G˜, there is C > 0 such that
|t | C(1 + τ(g˜)), g˜ = (h, t) ∈ G˜,
where τ(g˜) denotes the Carnot–Carathéodory distance associated with the Hörmander system
{Xj : −m j = 0 n} from g˜ ∈ G˜ to the unit of G˜. Therefore by Lemma 5,∫
|a|<e−cs/η
∥∥eα·t/2e−(z+(η+i)s)Ha δ0∥∥2L2(G˜) da

∫
|a|<e−cs/η
∥∥eCατ(g˜)e−(z+(η+i)s)Ha δ0∥∥2L2(G˜) da CK,
for all z ∈ K , η ∈ (0,1) and s  1, on condition that c Cα , that we will assume from now.
To handle the two remaining integrals, we estimate the norm in L2(G˜) of the function
eα·t/2e−(z+(η+i)s)Ha δ0. Let a = 0. From the inequality
∥∥eα·t/2φ∥∥2
L2(G˜) 
1
|a|
(∥∥eα·t |a|φ∥∥2
L2(G˜) + ‖φ‖2L2(G˜)
)
, φ ∈ C∞0 (G˜),
and because the operator
Ha − e2α·t a2 = −
∑
−mj =0n
X2j
is non-negative on L2(G˜), we have
∥∥eα·t/2φ∥∥2
L2(G˜) 
2 (‖Haφ‖2L2(G˜) + ‖φ‖2L2(G˜)), φ ∈ C∞0 (G˜).|a|
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 2|a|
(∥∥Hae−(z+(η+i)s)Ha δ0∥∥2L2(G˜) + ∥∥e−(z+(η+i)s)Ha δ0∥∥2L2(G˜))
 2|a|
(∥∥Hae−(Re z/2+ηs+i(Im z+s))Ha∥∥2B(L2(G˜))
+ ∥∥e−(Re z/2+ηs+i(Im z+s))Ha∥∥2B(L2(G˜)))∥∥e−(Re z/2)Ha δ0∥∥2L2(G˜).
By spectral theory, {e−zHa }Re z>0 is a semigroup of contraction on L2(G˜). Furthermore, using
the compactness of K in {z ∈ C: Re z > 0}, there is CK > 0 (independent of a) such that, for all
z ∈ K , η ∈ (0,1) and s  1,∥∥Hae−(Re z/2+ηs+i(Im z+s))Ha∥∥B(L2(G˜))  sup
λ>0
∣∣λe−(Re z/2+ηs+i(Im z+s))λ∣∣CK.
Then by (5),
∥∥eα·t/2e−(z+(η+i)s)Ha δ0∥∥2L2(G˜)  2|a| (CK + 1)∥∥e−(Re z/2)Ha δ0∥∥2L2(G˜)  CK|a| ‖hRe z/2‖2L2(G˜).
Now we integrate this over e−cs/η  |a| < 1. By estimate (7) with θ = 0, hRe z is bounded
uniformly in z ∈ K , then∫
e−cs/η|a|<1
∥∥eα·t/2e−(z+(η+i)s)Ha δ0∥∥2L2(G˜) da  CK ∫
e−cs/η|a|<1
1
|a| da  CK
s
η
,
with CK > 0 independent on z ∈ K , η ∈ (0,1) and s  1.
As for the integral over |a|  1, by using the Plancherel formula again and then applying
estimate (7) with θ = 0 to pRe z, we obtain
∫
|a|1
∥∥eα·t/2e−(z+(η+i)s)Ha δ0∥∥2L2(G˜) da  CK ∫
|a|1
‖hRe z/2‖2L2(G˜)
|a| da CK‖pRe z/2‖
2
L2(G) CK,
for all z ∈ K , η ∈ (0,1) and s  1. Proposition 6 follows. 
3. Estimate on the heat kernel in L2(G) weighted by polynomials in |h|H
For k ∈ N, let Dk denote the disc {z ∈ C: |z − 1| 1 − 1/2k}. In what follows, we will use
the fact that the Dk’s form an increasing family of compact sets in {z ∈ C: Re z > 0}.
Proposition 7. Let k integer be in [1,Q]. There is a constant Ck > 0 such that∥∥|h|k/2H pz+is∥∥2L2(G)  Cksk+2, z ∈ DQ, s  1.
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such that, for all z ∈ K , η ∈ (0,1), and s  1,
∂s
∥∥|h|k/2H pz+(η+i)s∥∥2 CK,k s2/kη1+2/k ∥∥|h|k/2H pz+(η+i)s∥∥2−4/k.
Proof. Let z ∈ K , η ∈ (0,1) and s  1. Since pz solves the heat equation for , one has
∂s
∥∥|h|k/2H pz+(η+i)s∥∥2 = 2 Re(−(η + i)〈pz+(η+i)s , |h|kHpz+(η+i)s 〉)
= −2 Re
(
(η + i)
m∑
j=−n
(∥∥|h|k/2H Xjpz+(η+i)s∥∥2
+ 〈Xjpz+(η+i)s ,Xj |h|kHpz+(η+i)s 〉)
)
−2η
m∑
j=−n
∥∥|h|k/2H Xjpz+(η+i)s∥∥2
+ 2|η + i|
m∑
j=1
∣∣〈Xjpz+(η+i)s ,Xj |h|kHpz+(η+i)s 〉∣∣. (8)
Consider now the left-invariant vector fields on H generated by the ej ’s:
X˜jφ(h) = ∂sφ
(
h · expH (sej )
)∣∣
s=0, h ∈ H, φ ∈ C1(H), j = 1, . . . ,m,
and identify h with an ideal of g. Then
Xj = et¯ X˜j , j = 1, . . . ,m. (9)
Since the functions h → X˜j |h|k are homogeneous of degree k − 1 in the sense of Folland and
Stein [5], there exists Ck > 0 such that∣∣X˜j |h|kH ∣∣ Ck|h|k−1H , h ∈ H (10)
(see, e.g., [3, Lemma 3, p. 25]). Then by (9) and (10), and since |η+ i|√2, it follows from (8)
that
∂s
∥∥|h|k/2H pz+(η+i)s∥∥2 −2η m∑
j=−n
∥∥|h|k/2H Xjpz+(η+i)s∥∥2
+ 2√2Ck
m∑
j=1
〈|Xjpz+(η+i)s |, et¯ |h|k−1H |pz+(η+i)s |〉
−2η
m∑∥∥|h|k/2H Xjpz+(η+i)s∥∥2
j=1
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m∑
j=1
∥∥|h|k/2H Xjpz+(η+i)s∥∥∥∥et¯ |h|k/2−1H pz+(η+i)s∥∥2
 Ck
η
∥∥et¯ |h|k/2−1H pz+(η+i)s∥∥2. (11)
We treat separately the case k = 2 and k ∈ [3,Q]. For k = 2, we need to estimate ‖et¯ pz+(η+i)s‖2,
so we split it into two integrals, one over {t ∈ Rn: t¯ < 0} and one over {t ∈ Rn: t¯  0}, and we
bound et¯ by 1 in the first integral and by eQt¯/2 in the second. We obtain∥∥et¯ pz+(η+i)s∥∥2  ‖pz+(η+i)s‖2 + ∥∥eQt¯/2pz+(η+i)s∥∥2. (12)
Since ‖pRe z‖ is uniformly bounded with respect to z ∈ K by (7), and since the operators e−z
(Re z > 0) are contractions on L2(G), we have for the first term on the right-hand side of (12):
‖pz+(η+i)s‖2 
∥∥e(−ηs+i(Im z+s))∥∥B(L2(G))‖pRe z‖2  CK,
z ∈ K, η ∈ (0,1), s  1.
To estimate the second term, we observe that, for all z ∈ C with Re z > 0,
pz
(
g−1
)= pz(g)δ(g), g ∈ G, (13)
where δ(g) = eQt¯+α·t is the modular function of G at g = (h, a, t), i.e. the function satisfying
d(g−1) = δ(g−1) dg. Hence changing variable g into g−1 gives∥∥eQt¯/2pz+(η+i)s∥∥2 = ∥∥eα·t/2pz+(η+i)s∥∥2  CK s
η
,
z ∈ K, η ∈ (0,1), s  1,
by Proposition 6. Now coming back to (12), we obtain∥∥et¯ pz+(η+i)s∥∥2  CK +CK s
η
CK
s
η
, z ∈ K, η ∈ (0,1), s  1,
and then
∂s
∥∥|h|Hpz+(η+i)s∥∥2  C2
η
CK
s
η
= CK,2s
η2
, z ∈ K, η ∈ (0,1), s  1,
which proves the assertion for k = 2.
Assume now that 3 k Q. By (11),
∂s
∥∥|h|k/2H pz+(η+i)s∥∥2
 Ck
η
∥∥e2t¯ |pz+(η+i)s |4/k∥∥Lk/2(G)∥∥|h|k−2H |pz+(η+i)s |2−4/k∥∥Lk/(k−2)(G)
= Ck ∥∥ekt¯/2pz+(η+i)s∥∥4/kL2(G)∥∥|h|k/2H pz+(η+i)s∥∥2−4/kL2(G) .η
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∥∥ekt¯/2pz+(η+i)s∥∥2  ‖pz+(η+i)s‖2 + ∥∥eα·t/2pz+(η+i)s∥∥2  CK s
η
,
for all z ∈ K , η ∈ (0,1) and s ∈ R. Then
∂s
∥∥|h|k/2H pz+(η+i)s∥∥2  CK,kη
(
s
η
)2/k∥∥|h|k/2H pz+(η+i)s∥∥2−4/k
= CK,k s
2/k
η1+2/k
∥∥|h|k/2H pz+(η+i)s∥∥2−4/k,
which completes the proof of the lemma. 
Proof of Proposition 7. We will prove the announced estimate separately for k = 1 and k ∈
[2,Q]. For k = 1,
∂s
∥∥|h|1/2H pz+is∥∥2 = 2 Re(−i〈pz+is , |h|Hpz+is 〉)
= 2 Im
m∑
j=−n
(∥∥|h|1/2H Xjpz+is∥∥2 + 〈Xjpz+is ,Xj |h|Hpz+is 〉)
= 2 Im
m∑
j=1
〈
Xjpz+is ,Xj |h|Hpz+is
〉
.
Hence, by (9) and (10),
∣∣∂s∥∥|h|1/2H pz+is∥∥2∣∣C m∑
j=1
〈|Xjpz+is |, et¯ |pz+is |〉C m∑
j=1
∥∥et¯/2pz+is∥∥∥∥et¯/2Xjpz+is∥∥,
z ∈ DQ, s  1.
Following Hebisch [8], we observe that since pz depends analytically on z, the norm of Xjpz in
L2(G, et¯ dg) can be estimated by the norm of pξ in L2(G, et¯ dg), with ξ in some neighbourhood
of z. Precisely, there exists C > 0 such that∥∥et¯/2Xjpz+is∥∥ C sup
|ξ−z|<1/2Q+1
∥∥et¯/2pξ+is∥∥, z ∈ DQ, s  1, (14)
the crucial point being that the constant C > 0 depends neither on z ∈ DQ nor on s  1 (see also
[4, Lemma 3.1]). Then
∣∣∂s∥∥|h|1/2H pz+is∥∥2∣∣ C sup
ξ∈D
∥∥et¯/2pξ+is∥∥2, z ∈ DQ, s  1,
Q+1
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estimate ‖et¯ pz+(η+i)s‖ in Lemma 8 prove that∥∥et¯/2pξ+is∥∥2  ‖pξ+is‖2 + ∥∥eα·t/2pξ+is∥∥2,
with ‖pξ+is‖ bounded by a constant uniform in ξ ∈ DQ+1 and s  1. We estimate ‖eα·t/2pξ+is‖
by putting ζ = ξ − 1/2Q+2 and η = 1/2Q+2s, and applying Proposition 6
∥∥eα·t/2pξ+is∥∥= ∥∥eα·t/2pζ+(η+i)s∥∥ C s
η
= Cs2, ξ ∈ DQ+1, s  1. (15)
It follows that ∣∣∂s∥∥|h|1/2H pz+is∥∥2∣∣ Cs2, z ∈ DQ, s  1.
Integrating this differentiable inequality gives∥∥|h|1/2H pz+is∥∥2  Cs3, z ∈ DQ, s  1, (16)
which proves the proposition for k = 1.
Now assume that k ∈ [2,Q]. By Lemma 8, there is a constant Ck > 0 such that all the func-
tions φ(s) = ‖|h|k/2H pRe z/2+is+(η+i)s‖2 with z ∈ DQ and η ∈ (0,1) satisfy the differentiable
inequality
∂sφ  Ck
s2/k
η1+2/k
φ1−2/k, s  1.
After integration, this yields
φ(s)Ck
(
s
η
)1+k/2
, s  1
(see, e.g., proof of Lemma 5.2 in [4] for details in similar computation). By putting η = Re z/2s
in the above estimate in term of heat kernel, we obtain∥∥|h|k/2H pz+is∥∥2  Cksk+2, z ∈ DQ, s  1,
which proves the proposition for 2 k Q. 
4. Estimate on the heat kernel in L2(G) weighted by polynomials in |h|H and |a|
Proposition 9. Let k integer be in [0,Q]. There is a constant Ck > 0 such that∥∥|h|k/2H |a|1/2pz+is∥∥2L2(G)  Ck(1 + |s|)k+Q+2, z ∈ DQ−k, s ∈ R.
Note. Theorem 4 follows from Proposition 9 with k = Q.
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shows that there is C > 0 such that∥∥|h|k/2H |a|1/2pz+is∥∥L2(G)  C∥∥eCρ(g)pz+is∥∥L2(G)
 C
∥∥e−(Re z/2+i(Im z+s))∥∥B(L2(G,C))‖pRe z/2‖L2(G,C)
 C, z ∈ DQ, |s| 1.
Moreover, since (e−z)∗ = e−z¯ for Re z > 0, one has pz = pz¯ (here “star” denotes the adjunc-
tion in L2(G), and “bar” denotes the conjugation in C). So finally, to prove Proposition 9, it
suffices to show that, for all k ∈ [0,Q],∥∥|h|k/2H |a|1/2pz+is∥∥2  Cksk+Q+2, z ∈ DQ−k, s  1. (17)
Estimate (17) can be proved by induction on k ∈ [0,Q], by generalizing the proof of Propo-
sition 6.1 in [4]. We will give here only the first step of the induction: we will establish (17) for
k = 0 and deduce (17) for k = 1; it shows the main ideas of the proof. We refer the reader to [4]
for full construction.
For k = 0, similar arguments to that used to prove (16) show that∥∥|a|1/2pz+is∥∥2  Cs3, z ∈ DQ, s  1, (18)
which implies (17) with k = 0.
For k = 1, by proceeding as in the proof of Proposition 7, we obtain that there is C > 0 such
that, for every z ∈ DQ−1 and every s  1,
∣∣∂s∥∥|h|1/2H |a|1/2pz+is∥∥2∣∣=
∣∣∣∣∣2 Im
m∑
j=0
〈
Xjpz+is ,Xj
(|h|H |a|)pz+is 〉
∣∣∣∣∣
 C
(〈|X0pz+is |, eα·t |h|H |pz+is |〉
+
m∑
j=1
〈|Xjpz+is |, et¯ |a||pz+is |〉
)
. (19)
We treat separately the integral with X0pz+is and the integrals with Xjpz+is for 1 j m.
As in (14), X0pz+is can be controlled in norm L2(G, eα·t |h|H dg) by pξ+is for ξ in some
neighbourhood of z, with this difference that, because the weight eα·t |h|H on L2(G) is not only
exponential in t , additional terms are needed. The explicit result is that there is C > 0 such that,
for any z ∈ DQ−1 and s  1,∥∥eα·t/2|h|1/2H X0pz+is∥∥2  C sup|ξ−z|<1/2Q+1
∥∥eα·t/2|h|1/2H pξ+is∥∥2
+
m∑〈
Xjpz+is , eα·tXj |h|Hpz+is
〉
.j=1
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X0pz+is , eα·t |h|H |pz+is |
〉

∥∥eα·t/2|h|1/2H pz+is∥∥2 + ∥∥eα·t/2|h|1/2H X0pz+is∥∥2
 C
(
sup
ξ∈DQ
∥∥eα·t/2|h|1/2H pξ+is∥∥+ m∑
j=1
〈
Xjpz+is , eα·t+t¯ pz+is
〉)
. (20)
We estimate the terms on the right-hand side of the inequality. We have
∥∥eα·t/2|h|1/2H pξ+is∥∥ ∫
|h|H1
∫
R×Rn
eα·t
∣∣pξ+is(h, a, t)∣∣2 da dt dh
+
∫
|h|H1
∫
R×Rn
eα·t |h|QH
∣∣pξ+is(h, a, t)∣∣2 da dt dh

∥∥eα·t/2pξ+is∥∥2 + ∫
G
eα·t |h|QH
∣∣pξ+is(g)∣∣2 dg.
By (13) and the properties of homogeneity and symmetry of | · |H ,∫
G
eα·t |h|QH
∣∣pξ+is(g)∣∣2 dg = ∫
G
e−α·t
∣∣σ−t(h−1)∣∣QH ∣∣pξ+is(g−1)∣∣2 d(g−1)
=
∫
G
e−α·te−Qt¯ |h|QH
∣∣pξ+is(g)δ(g)∣∣2δ(g−1)dg
=
∫
G
|h|QH
∣∣pξ+is(g)∣∣2 dg.
Using (15) and Proposition 7, we deduce that∥∥eα·t/2|h|1/2H pξ+is∥∥Cs2 +Cs2+Q = CsQ+2, ξ ∈ DQ, s  1. (21)
Now for the remaining terms, by the same technics that we have used so far,〈
Xjpz+is , eα·t+t¯ pz+is
〉

∥∥e(α·t+t¯ )/2pz+is∥∥∥∥e(α·t+t¯ )/2Xjpz+is∥∥
 sup
ξ∈DQ
∥∥e(α·t+t¯ )/2pξ+is∥∥
 2 sup
ξ∈DQ
∥∥eα·t/2pξ+is∥∥ Cs2, (22)
with C > 0 independent of z ∈ DQ−1 and s  1 by (15).
Substituting (21) and (22) into (20), we obtain the estimate for the integral with X0pz+is :〈
X0pz+is , eα·t |h|H |pz+is |
〉
 CsQ+2 + s2  CsQ+2, z ∈ DQ−1, s  1. (23)
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of (20) shows that
〈
Xjpz+is , et¯ |a|pz+is
〉
 C
(
sup
ξ∈DQ
∥∥et¯/2|a|1/2pξ+is∥∥2 + 〈X0pz+is , eα·t+t¯ pz+is 〉),
z ∈ DQ−1, s  1.
Arguments similar to that used prove (22) show that〈
X0pz+is , eα·t+t¯ pz+is
〉
 Cs2, z ∈ DQ−1, s  1,
so the only point remaining is to estimate ‖et¯/2|a|1/2pξ+is‖. By using the same technique as
in (12), we obtain ∥∥et¯/2|a|1/2pξ+is∥∥ ∥∥|a|1/2pξ+is∥∥+ ∥∥eQt¯/2|a|1/2pξ+is∥∥.
Changing variable g into g−1 in the second term on the right-hand side of the equality gives∥∥et¯/2|a|1/2pξ+is∥∥ 2∥∥|a|1/2pξ+is∥∥.
Hence by (18) (this is where induction is needed)∥∥et¯/2|a|1/2pξ+is∥∥ Cs3, ξ ∈ DQ, s  1.
It follows that 〈
Xjpz+is , et¯ |a|pz+is
〉
 Cs2 +Cs3 Cs3, z ∈ DQ−1, s  1. (24)
Combining (23) and (24) with (19) gives∣∣∂s∥∥|h|1/2H |a|1/2pz+is∥∥2∣∣ CsQ+2 +Cs3  CsQ+2, z ∈ DQ−1, s  1.
By integrating this differentiable inequality, we finally obtain∥∥|h|1/2H |a|1/2pz+is∥∥2  sQ+3, z ∈ DQ−1, s  1,
which proves (17) for k = 1. 
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